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Author's Preface
Who hasn't watched the flames of a campfire lick and splash around a log or pot of soup?
Sometimes other objects get thrown into the fire. The next day can turn up some interesting
discoveries, perhaps an aluminum can or a bottle melted into a puddle to create a free form
sculpture. The seeds of art can grow anywhere. My passion was born in fire.

At the University of Minnesota, I became an art major, concentrating on the foundry arts
in particular. Of course, pottery was included in the curriculum, and I learned the
fundamentals of throwing clay, but at that time, perhaps because the potter’s fire was
contained within the kiln, my fascination was still with the more violent act of pouring hot
metal.

After leaving school, serendipity played a major role in my conversion to becoming a
potter. I settled in a town of under 20,000 people, where I was hired as an art instructor by the
local college. The college had pottery equipment but no foundry equipment, and as is often the
case, teaching pottery to others taught me more than I had ever learned while as a student
VIII

studying pottery. The Viet-Nam war was on and Nixon ended the educational deferments by
going to the lottery. That was the end of the small town college and my life as an "employee". I
started working for myself, but now that I had "found" pottery and came to love “the dance of
the clay” on a potter’s wheel. The course of my future was evident. I was going to be a potter.

I visited potters, read books, built a kiln, but I couldn’t get the heat I needed. So I read
more books, visited other potters, rebuilt my kiln and still couldn’t get the temperature I
needed. I discovered that the fuel I was using was the culprit. The city gas was not only low on
pressure, but they would tend to water it down to make it go farther. I needed a higher-grade
fuel to get “more combustible carbon”, to get more heat. My first choice seemed to be, to fire
with LP gas or add LP gas to the city gas, but as I researched the situation it became apparent
that I really needed to use another kind of fuel. A fuel that would be able to deliver the BTU’s,
such as wood, coal, or oil. I even contemplated burning corn, as it was plentiful. Realizing the
labor, storage requirements, and the by-product (ashes) disposability problems of wood, coal
and corn, I soon focused in on oil. Waste oil was free, since I maintained my own vehicles. I was
even able to occasionally get free waste oil from a local service station. It was now necessary,
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however, to completely redesign the kiln and the burners to accommodate the characteristics of
the longer, hotter and possibly dirtier1 oil flame.

Sometimes there is a flash or insightful experience that makes the rest of the work light
and enjoyable. It can lift your heart like poetry. Designing a waste oil burner was the
beginning of that for me. Next came understanding the mechanics of firing, and learning the
personality of the kiln. I finally arrived at the point where my “cone 10”, reduction firings
became as consistent and reliable as a well-practiced performance art. It was the realization of
my lifelong fascination with fire.

This manual is the summation of what I learned, in the hope that you may be able to
view my journey and possibly use a waste product to economically build your poems of clay.
May your experiences be as fascinating, and your roadblocks become mere stepping-stones.
Then pass along your success stories to future potters, the future poets of clay, fire and vision.

Steve Claybourne 2003

1

When the oil has enough oxygen and the flame is hot enough, it will burn cleanly. It only takes a little practice to recognize what is going on.
X
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Dedicated to the Poets of Earth, Water, Fire and Air
Long before there were schools or sciences, long before there was money or commerce,
before there were cities or walls, there was pottery. No other occupation so totally encompasses
all of the Aristotelian elements of the ancient world, as does pottery. When ancient man first
discovered the useful elements of earth, water, fire and air, he made use of them. The making
of pottery was discovered so early in the history of man that there is no record of its beginning.
In fact, evidence points to the possibility that it was discovered in many places and at many
times by many different people. Making pottery seemed to follow discovering fire, just as day
followed night.

Some of the oldest shards of pottery ever found have basket weave patterns impressed in
them, which may indicate that the first pottery was originally clay that lined a basket that got
cooked in a fire. Once they discovered that baked clay was hard and durable, our ancestors
began creating functional wares. For centuries pottery was only valued for its usefulness. It
was created as needed, usually over an open fire, and considered a temporary item. When
civilization began to settle into villages, people began to specialize their talents to trade for
things that other people could produce. There were hunters, farmers, builders and tradesmen.
XII

Along with the building of residences, the first dedicated kilns were created and pottery
became more refined. As pottery developed into a craft, many styles evolved.

Spend a day in a museum looking at old pottery. You'll be amazed at the variations that
these ancient potters achieved. As potters all over the globe began to take pride in their
creations, they made their own styles known. Potters were getting more from their pots than
mere utility. They began to see each pot as a single statement of beauty and art, a simple
three-dimensional haiku. Schools of styles were created and taught by Masters for apprentices
to learn their secrets.

As you study pottery you begin to realize not all of the variations were produced in
shaping the clay. The choice of clay bodies was the first concern, giving the pot body, texture
and strength. Wheel throwing and hand building techniques were personal expressions of the
physical process and were demanding and sometimes took years of practice. Developing unique
glazes became the “trade secret” of many early schools of pottery. Then the glazes had to be
formulated for the colors to be produced at the anticipated temperature of firing. Firing
techniques played an important part in developing styles. Different kilns had different effects.
Wood fires differed greatly from coal. Luster glazes would burn off at the same temperatures at
XIII

which ash glazes wouldn’t have even started to mature. To obtain precisely the right
temperatures and hold it for the proper length of time to consistently mature the glazes and
clay bodies became an art of its own. It became important to know the kiln and how to control
it.

Today's potter, following in this long-standing tradition, need not feel daunted in his own
quest to use earth and water to make clay statements, and to use fire and air to vitrify that
clay into beauty, function and art. Clay bodies can be ordered with the ingredients we want in
them. There are electric kilns, and kilns with automatic timers, and even tunnel kilns with
conveyor belts to help with consistency. There are thousands of shortcuts today, but they are
all on the labor side of the equation. (Look at the consistency of bathroom porcelain or gift shop
dinnerware). It is still up to the potter to control his environment and to make his or her
poetry in clay.

Since it is possible to purchase machine produced dinnerware, many clay workers have
left the traditional craft to call themselves artists and pursue the creation of clay sculptures.
However traditional pottery items such as teapots, dinnerware and bowls are still capable of
eliciting awe in a viewer when they are created with emotion, tradition and soul.
XIV

Can I describe to you the joy I felt when walking through a craft show and I happened
across a potter upon whose table I saw a bowl that sang out to me,

“I am a simple bowl
Crafted with love
I stand for what I am."

It was delightful; lightweight, fully functional, and beautifully glazed.

It was so well

crafted; it was a work of three-dimensional poetry. Now I look at it every day as I eat from it
and-wash it and when I hold it, I think to myself, “Today's potters can still make the clay sing.”
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Kiln Theory

Traditional Kilns
Michael Cardew in his book “Pioneer Pottery” starts his section on kiln design with, “The
designing of a small kiln, … is based not on calculations from first principles but on traditional
and empirical rules which are the result of practical experience and the use of common sense."2
So obviously, while there are many different designs, there is no single right way to build a
kiln. There are, however, many features that each work uniquely well for a particular purpose.
• Wood and coal firings require a firebox for combustion and a considerable chimney for
draught.
• Gas, oil and forced air systems do not need draught from a chimney.
• Different fuels may contain different impurities that may or may not show up in your
glazes.

2

Michael Cardew, Pioneer Pottery (London: Longman Group Limited, 1969), 179.

• Updraught kilns are prone to uneven heating and the loss of heat energy before it has
had a chance to transfer to the pottery. Since hot air rises it will be the first to enter the
chimney.
• Downdraught kilns generally even out the heat, as the hot air stays in the top of the kiln
and the cooler air is the first to enter the chimney.
• Round kilns tend to heat evenly whereas square kilns are prone to cold corners.

It is not only important to consider the type and shape of your kiln, and the fuel you will be
using, but also take into consideration the size, dimensions and the capacity also.
• A small kiln will have a faster firing cycle.
• Large kilns are more efficient since a large portion of the heat energy is always used in
heating the structure, but on the other hand, your losses are greater if the firing is not
successful.3
• A kiln could be too large for a workshop if the interval between firings becomes too
extended.
• If a kiln can be reloaded quickly enough to take advantage of the residual heat from the
last firing there may be a considerable savings in not having to reheat the kiln. In fact

3

2

Cardew, p. 182

the structure itself will benefit from this procedure of not getting completely cold and
damp between firings.

At every stage in designing a kiln, it should be kept in mind that a “simple design of good
proportions will prove more reliable than an intricately designed kiln.”4 Small intricate
passageways will fill with ashes, lightweight fittings will jam, and complex systems will fail.
Remember entropy and Murphy are both working against you. On your side of the equation,
however, you are working with the Earth's oldest and most stable substances.

4

B. Leach: A Potter’s Book. 2nd ed. Faber, 1945
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Choosing the Design
If all kilns fired equally, design would make little difference.
However, with an eye to function we can set our goals and the
form will follow. As the title indicates, we are expecting to use
waste oil as a fuel. One of the characteristics of burning oil is that
oil is made of a long carbon chain and has to crack many times
before it completely burns. It is, thusly, capable of a very long
flame. When oil drips into a hot fire box it
cracks to form shorter carbon chains,
which in turn crack again until the
carbon is ready to "burn" or complete
its

oxidation.

So

taking

into

consideration the physics of the flame,
we are going to design our kiln to get
the maximum use from an extra long
burn path. Multi-chambered hill climbing
kilns come to mind, but we don’t need
5

that kind of production space. I have experienced a burn path of up to 28 feet from burner to
chimney top and I’m guessing there is more available. This gives us plenty of flame in which to
soak our pottery, if we can keep it
around long enough to use.
This knowledge was not always so
clear. To build my first kiln, I chose a
simple flat top, bag wall construction
and gas fired burners. The design was
simple. I would load from the top and
then put the "cover" on the kiln. The
burners were aimed directly at a bag
wall, which would spread out the heat
before it passed through the kiln among
the pottery and out of the chimney. As
with many simple ideas the problems
were simple also. If the bag wall was
not built high enough, the working
heat would not rise high
6

enough in the kiln, and conversely if
it was built too high the heat could
pass over the pottery.

If the pots

were stacked with wide-open spaces
between them, the heat would pass
through the open spaces and out the
chimney instead of spreading out in
the kiln. This would lead to many
cold spots in the kiln, usually at the
sides, top or back corners. Every
time the kiln was loaded the bag
wall would have to be adjusted to
account for the size and stacking of
the pottery. Loading the kiln then
became a fussy task. Sometimes you
guessed right and sometimes you guessed
wrong. Even with experience, this was not always successful.

7

Now armed with this knowledge, we are going to design our kiln so that the pottery is
surrounded

completely

within

an

envelope of fire. We want to avoid all
“cold spots” especially in any dead end
corners. To do this, we must allow extra
kiln space all around the pottery for our
long flame to do its work. The key
features of this arrangement are the
fireboxes, 2-foot long troughs through
which the oil and air travel and combust,
located at either end of the kiln,
providing a literal “wall of flame”
between the pottery and the end
walls of the kiln. The flame now
entirely fills both ends and all four
corners

of

the

kiln,

eliminating

cold

spots

corners.
8

totally
in

the

The roof will be built in the form of an
arch for two reasons. First, to facilitate the
flames passage over the pottery, the arch is
built in the direction of the flame path so there
should be a more natural flow as the fire
changes direction from up the back wall to
passing over the top of the pottery. The second
reason for an arch will be the strength it
provides. My flat top kiln used
30-inch

slabs

of

refractory for
the
roof.
After
several
firings they
started to develop some
cracks. Cracks are not a good thing.
9

Also from the practical viewpoint, a 30-inch piece of refractory was as large as I could
lift. To make a larger kiln it necessitated a different design.
We must also consider designing the floor of the kiln so the flames will be able to pass
underneath our pottery as well. Remember our goal is to surround the pottery with a nice 28foot envelope of fire and avoid absolutely all cold spots.

10

Other Considerations
At every step of designing a kiln, one should try to visualize where the flame path is
going to go and what it will be doing along the way. Take into consideration each and every
open space and each and every obstacle, even the placement of the pottery. Whatever we do to
the kiln, it is the hope and prayer that we are affecting all the pots equally throughout the kiln.
To do this we must be sure that the flame has an
equal opportunity to affect all the pottery. No
restrictions around the pottery area of the kiln. We
must have adequate room on all sides of the pottery
for the flame to slowly transfer its heat to the clay.
During the heating up period, we want the flame to
be as efficient as possible. By performing its
combustion in the body of the kiln, among the
pottery, the maximum amount of energy available is
being put to use. By controlling the fuel and air ratio,
we can control the burn. When it is necessary to slow

Note:
An oil flame with insufficient
oxygen for complete combustion will
be a very powerful reduction agent.
For potters who like a rich dark clay
body, a small amount of red art clay
in the clay formula can give you
colors from tan to chocolate.
Reduction glazes open up a whole
range of metallic reds from iron and
copper. But use caution. It is
possible to actually pull your clay
body apart if the flame is “hungry
“enough.

down the fire, we merely cut back on the fuel. To create a “hungry flame” for reduction, we cut
11

back on the air source. To build up backpressure to keep soaking the wares in the flame of
choice, we restrict the flame at the chimney with a damper.

The most restricted area, through which the hot
gases will pass, should be at the far end of the flame
path. This intentional restriction can be easily made
from a kiln shelf built into the chimney, forming a
damper. The damper will be used to create an equal
backpressure through out the kiln, useful in reduction
firing and when shutting the kiln off.

When the

damper is open, it will not hinder the heat flow at all,
but by partially closing the damper it will be possible to
create as much backpressure as desired. When cooling
down the kiln, we still don’t want any uneven
temperatures. Closing the damper completely closes off
the chimney, which, by its nature, if left open would
have created a vacuum pulling cold air into the kiln through ports and burner holes.

12

Calculating the Size and Dimensions
In order to calculate the overall size of the kiln, we must first determine our anticipated
firing capacity, including the size of the kiln furniture we are using, and add to that the
calculated space required for the flame path. If you have been adding up the numbers as we
have been calculating our shelving and firing dimensions, you can foresee what we are going to
build. The following chart will summarize our objectives. For different sized kilns, merely
change the “pottery space” to suit your kiln shelves. The flame path and walls are constant.
Front to back dimensions:
Shelving (pottery space)
Shelf to wall space
1½” * 2
Inside total space
9” walls on each side

=
=

For an outside total of

24”
3”
27”
18”
45”

Side to side dimensions
Shelving (pottery space)
12” * 3
Fire box / Flame path
4½” * 2
Inside total space
9” walls on each side

=
=
=

For an outside total of

36”
9”
45”
18”
63”
13

This particular kiln will be using
kiln shelves that I already own. They
measure 1-foot by 2-feet.

We will be

designing the internal firing area to
accommodate three kiln shelves side by
side. This makes a 3’ x 2’ or 6 square foot
firing area on each shelf level and while
trying to keep the internal cubic area
efficiently compact, we will build the
height to 3 feet also. That will give us 18
cubic feet of firing space. This amount of
space will give us quite a bit of flexibility
to fire pots of most any size and shape.
(Feel free to use shelving of your own
choosing

and

change

any

of

these

dimensions as is necessary, but keep the
internal (pottery firing) area of the kiln
somewhat cubical.
14

Another

consideration

when sizing your kiln is the
expected output or firing cycle.
To match your kiln space with
your

studio

stacking

space

means you will develop a natural
rhythm. You will know when to
stop throwing and start glazing.
Having more shop area than kiln
space may provide room for
experimental projects glaze tests,
or new designs, but space usually
fills with clutter. To have more
kiln capacity than studio space
means the kiln is waiting for you
to fill it and you will always be at odds with your cycle.
I calculated my cycle thusly: my average small pot is made of two pounds of clay and
occupies an area of about 4½”high by 6”diameter. I should be able to put about 12 to 15 average
15

“small” pots on a level along with 6” kiln posts to support the next layer. Five layers times 6”
high posts is 30” high, plus five 1” thick shelves fills 35” of my 36” high kiln, with 60 to 75 pots
per firing.
My average medium size pot is four pounds and measures 5 to 6” high with an 8-9”
diameter. I may be able to get 12 “medium” pots with 8” to 10” kiln posts on a layer. Including
the thickness of my kiln
shelves, I could get 4 levels
in a 3-foot high kiln giving
me

about

48

pots

per

firing.
I developed a routine
that soon became a regular
cycle.

I

started

by

preparing balls of premeasured
midday

clay
and

in

the

doing

my

throwing usually in the
late evening, for about five
16

hours. The rest of the day was easily filled
with the other things that make working for
one’s self so interesting.
Depending on the humidity of the
season, I would trim and draw on my pots the
following day, approximately 8 to 12 hours
later. This usually took another 5 hours
followed by clay preparation for the next
throwing session.
After four or five days, my shelves were
full, which indicated that I then had a full
kiln load. I would then shift gears and spend
two days of decorating and glazing, thereby
filling my kiln once a week. The capacity of
this kiln matches up with my studio output to
make a nice weekly cycle5.

5

The firing cycle for the kiln is about 36 hours. During which time I will be mixing clay for two week ageing and pugging clay for the next week’s
throwing.
Stephen Claybourne, The Pottery Book: Firing notes, (Personal Collection, 1973)
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Now, getting back to calculating the
area inside the kiln. We must include in
our design enough room for the fire boxes
at each end of the kiln. The 4½-inch
width of a standard DP firebrick gives us
room for an adequate fire path while
integrating nicely into the calculations of
the overall kiln, as we shall see when we
start laying out the kiln walls.
Our fireboxes are not only
4½-inches wide, but they
extend to the top of
the kiln
giving

us

4½” x27” x45”
of room for combustion
on each end. Now with an entire
blanket
18

of

fire

between

our

pottery and the kiln
wall, including all four
vertical corners, we
have solved the cold
spot problem.

In

addition, the main fire
path is now directed
around
the

and

pottery.

behind
The

flames will flow up
the back wall, over
the top and down the
front of the kiln, as
well as between and
among

the

pots

themselves, and thus
it

will

completely

The firebox is on the left with the darker area indicating the flame path where, as the oil is
cracking it spreads up the back wall and fans out to cover the entire wall before it continues
over and through the pottery.

surround all of the pottery. It is obvious now, how an arched roof will favor this flame path.
19

Between the edge of the shelves
and the wall of the kiln, we will
want to leave 1½” for the fire to
continue to pass freely through
the kiln and stay between the
pottery and the kiln walls.
Under the bottom kiln shelf
we would like to have the kiln
floor designed so that it will allow
the exhaust gases an even escape
from the firing chamber. We will
design the entire exhaust system
to pass beneath the actual kiln
floor. (This serves a dual benefit,
by heating the entire thickness of
the floor; the bottom shelves will
be further immune from cold
spots.)
20

To allow enough airflow for the exiting exhaust gases to pass under the kiln floor,
several, evenly spaced, stacks of 2 firebricks each, will support the kiln floor. This means an
additional 5 inches below the kiln floor is being heated. This cross section area will allow
unrestricted flow for the flame path.
The most restricted area of the flame
path will be intentionally created by
the use of a damper in the chimney.
This restriction will only occur when
backpressure is desired. Although a
damper is important in the functioning
of the kiln, it will not change the
dimensions of the structure.
Michael Cardew suggests, “…The
area of the outlet flue should be about
one-tenth of the floor area.”6 Our kiln floor area measures 45” x 27” or 1215 sq. in. so we will
build the chimney with a cross section of 9” x 13.5” or 121.5 sq. in. However, we don’t need to
choke the flame down to this dimension until it is ready to leave the kiln.

6

Cardew, p. 184
21

By having an exit
gate that allows 151 sq.
in. of exhaust, we are
allowing the flames to
leisurely

finish

their

work before rushing up
the chimney. Remember
also, while many chimney
formulas are based on the
draught created by the
chimney height, we are
going to be using forced
air to burn the waste oil.
The resulting flame path
will behave differently being “pushed” rather than “pulled”.

Now we know the size, shape and dimensions, so pick a spot and let’s get building.

22

Construction
Materials
Construction materials should be considered carefully. An under built kiln will invite
disaster. Since my goal in this endeavor was to attain vitrified stoneware or porcelain
temperatures, I had to design the kiln for cone 12 capabilities, although I actually never went
over 2450F° or 1350C°.

NOTE: The entire kiln is constructed with loose laid bricks.
That means NO mortar was used. The expansion and contraction
of firing would tear apart any attempt to cement the kiln tightly
together plus then there would be loose pieces of mortar to fall
into the kiln and onto your glaze wares. All in all, not desired.
We will weld an iron frame around the loose bricks to
insure nothing falls apart and to support the roof arch.

23

I started by consulting my local refractory dealer, who supplied me with both technical
information7 and practical advice. Based on this wealth of data I chose to use, for everything
that would come into contact with the flames, the Dry Press G-26 Insulating Firebrick line
from A. P. Green designed for temperatures up to 2600°F. I decided to go with the 9”x4½”x 2½”
series which would include, straights, soaps, splits, slabs, skews and arches all designed to fit
with one another. For the outside portion of the wall where I was already one 4½” hard brick
away from the fire, I chose the lighter weight G-23 line, good to 2300°F (also in the 9”x4½”x2½”
series), and where I wanted extra layers of insulation I used G-20’s in 9”x4½”x2½”.
For the roof we used arches and skews
made of the same DP standard. Since we cannot
use mortar, and I wanted to avoid flames coming
out or dirt falling in, I chose to seal the cracks
between the bricks with a ¼” ceramic blanket of
FiberFrax brand insulation laid across the top
of the entire roof. On top of that I used two
layers of the lightweight G-20 brick.

7

The A. P. Green Refractory Catalog.
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I ended up getting some extra G-23’s to make the door during firings. I thought that the
lighter weight would be an advantage on the labor side every time I had to brick up the
doorway. I expected them to wear faster, but they could be replaced easily. They actually
worked out well and endured for years.

Important Note:
Keep in mind the dimensions of the firebrick that we will be using are
consistent with the 9”x4½”x2½” series.
•
•
•
•

Straight Brick measures 9” long by 4½” wide by 2½” high.
Soaps are 9” long by 2¼” wide by 2½” high.
Splints are 9” long by 4½”wide by 1¼“ high.
Slabs used in the base floor were 18” long by 12” wide and 2½” high.

Unless we want to do a lot of brick cutting, we will try to keep kiln dimensions
to multiples of these sizes.

For the burner ports, the metal pipe will lead into a custom made refractory tube made of
A. P. Green Super Plastic refractory, hammered around a form and left to air set.

25
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Laying out the Foundation
Since we now know the planned footprint of the kiln will measure 45” x 63”plus 18” x
22½”, centered in the rear for the chimney, we will want to plan a base that will support 63” x
63”. Second, knowing your soil consistency helps here also. We are looking for something stable
and level. A concrete foundation can be poured for support where the ground is less stable. I
had high clay content in my soil, so I only needed semi-buried cinder blocks to get my firebrick

up off the ground. Bear in mind that no matter where you start, it is a good idea to get your
kiln some how separated from the ground to avoid moisture seeping into the brick through
capillary action and thus creating what Michael Cardew referred to as “damp sole”8 which in
turn wastes fuel. (Michael Cardew describes another moisture barrier method using crushed
hard non-porous rock.)

8

Cardew, p. 191.
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On top of the cinder block layer was put a layer of sand, which serves two purposes. First

it allows another chance to level out the base slabs to make them even, and secondly, it creates
less friction when the base slabs start to settle and thereby won’t disrupt the cinderblock
foundation. On top of the sand, we will lay the kiln base, which will consist of two layers of
refractory. The first layer:
a dozen 12”x 18”x 2½”
refractory

slabs

to

establish the location, size
and direction of the kiln.
Note: Use a level and
square this layer properly!
The second layer of
the kiln foundation will be made up of standard 9”x4½”x2½” DP firebrick covering the entire
slab layer. Slabs for overall stability, but DP bricks won’t fracture as easily in the heat.
28

Always try to stagger the bricks
in an interlocking pattern so the
joints don’t line up with one
another. This same technique
will be employed in the vertical
courses. The pattern formed as
successive courses are laid upon
earlier courses is referred to as
the “bond”. In a good bond the
vertical joints in one course
never fall directly above the
vertical joints of the course
below. The vertical joints of
alternate courses should, however, coincide. This tends to spread out the weight load of the
bricks and roof across the entire wall.
The bricks laid end to end in the wall are called “stretchers”, and those laid crosswise
are called “headers”. This simple arrangement where all bricks except corners and ends are
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laid as stretchers is usually called a running bond9. To keep our joints staggered we must from
time to time use half bricks. Even then, there will occasionally be found a double joint.
To form a port in a wall you
need to replace two full bricks with
two half bricks. As seen here
(looking

from

above),

the

first

instinct would be to do just that, but
to form a stronger wall, use headers
as end blocks to tie the inner and
outer wall together.
Half bricks can easily be made from full bricks by using a chisel and scoring all around
the middle before delivering the separation blow. A bit cheaper than buying them and you can
always get one when you need it.
As we substitute softer bricks for part of the wall in the next chapter, remember to use
the harder brick for the headers and where ever strength is needed.

9

Readers Digest, Complete Do-it-yourself Manual, Pleasantville New York, 1973, p.451.
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Fireboxes, Walls and Ports
In the next four levels, up to the floor of the firing chamber, the planning and measuring
go into effect. We layout the kiln walls, locate the burners and fireboxes, and design the
exhaust path to the chimney. We
must

plan

ahead

for

the

floor

supports and create an area in the
back to support the chimney.
Take note of the following
points of interest: 1) doorway is
located in the west wall, 2) firebox
areas at each end of the firing
chamber, 3) separator walls between
incoming fire and out going exhaust,
4) center under-the-floor fire path
area which leads to the 5) exhaust
gates in the rear. We are placing our exhaust gates evenly spaced, across the back wall, to
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allow as even a flow as possible for the exhaust gases. We do this by supporting the back wall
brick with columns of broken “soaps”.
This next picture was taken
during the 1975 re-construction
of the kiln with the exhaust ports
being built 2½” higher (3 bricks
high).

Some

quick

measuring

tells us we will now have about
151 sq. inches of exhaust opening.
In this picture, the first four wall
courses are completed up to the
bottom of the doorway, and we
can now see the level at which
the pottery will be loaded for
firing. The chimney and the
burners, which are shown here
already completed, will be described separately. The observable information contained in this
picture includes: the burners and burner ports (before refractory), the double running bond
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employed in the double brickwork of the wall, the positioning of the exhaust gates being below
the kiln floor, the fire chamber alongside and next to the pottery firing area (represented by
the single upright kiln post) and the doorway on the far end, about knee high above the ground.
It will be just level with the floor of the pottery area. This makes it convenient for easy loading
and unloading. Note also that by planning the kiln and shed layout I have the kiln door directly
across from the shelf full of kiln furniture for easy access to the ware shelves, and on the end of
the kiln away from the shed door to the outside
weather.
For the two main burners we will leave a
“half brick” opening in the first two rows of the
wall brick (4½”x5”) aimed along the walls at
either end of the firing chamber. The third row of
wall brick, which will cover the burner opening,
has been drawn in red. The burner opening itself
(see the green shaded area at right) will be
packed with a malleable (Plastic) refractory
around a pipe to form a tube as an extension of
the burner. By referring to the “Disassembly#1”
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picture, we can see the 9” packed refractory burners (#2 & #3) still in place.
As the walls are being erected, we should keep in mind, and plan for, 9 (nine) openings;
1)

an

exhaust

gate

to

the

chimney, 2 & 3) two primary
burners, 4) one preheat burner
(to be explained later in the
Burner

Design

section

and

shown here by the “soap” brick
in the center of the front wall),
the doorway and. 5) four view
ports, 2 each located in row 5
and 14 of the burner side wall.
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Row 19 will be our
top row of wall bricks.
This includes the 4 rows
from the base to the
floor

of

the

firing

chamber and 15 rows
(37.5 inches) of firing
area. As the walls were
built, I used DP G-26
hard brick for strength,
in the flooring and on
the

inside

walls,

especially in the fire box
where the most violent
flames and the most
extreme

temperatures

would be found.
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I used a softer “G-23” insulating brick on the outside of the walls and for the door. It took
30 - G-23’s to fill in the door.
The

walls

are

now

complete and in place, and
hopefully straight. Before we
can build our roof arch, it is
now necessary that we frame
the walls with welded angle
iron

to

together

keep
and

the
support

walls
the

spreading forces of a roof
arch. (This picture was taken
during disassembly, so the
outside bricks are not in place
any more.) The four upright
corner angle irons were placed
against the corners and tied with a rope around the entire kiln to snug them up to the corners
before welding them in place. It is not necessary to make them any tighter than snug, as we
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expect a certain amount of expansion in the brick, every time we fire. The horizontal braces
were welded to the corner uprights so everything is now being held in place.

Larger,
heavy

extra

I-beams

were

used along both sides of
the top to support the
spreading forces of the
arch and to avoid any
future
backing

warpage.
the

By

skews

evenly and robustly, we
will keep the arch bricks
from shifting. I suppose
I could have used a
flying buttress like a
Middle Ages cathedral, but this seems adequate to fit my purpose.
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Roof, Lintel and Door
Putting the finishing touches on the masonry phase, we need to design and construct a
roof. Instead of doing a lot of math, I called on Bob Farnsworth, my refractory vendor, who
supplied me with advice and catalogs10.
Staying with the 9”x4½”x2½” brick size,
and having to span 2’ 3”, I chose from the
chart, a 53/16” rise. I need 12- #1 arches and 3#2

arches for each course and we will have (45”

/ 9” =) 5 courses. Each course will need a
standard skew at each end for a total of 10
skews. So that is what I bought… 60, 15 and
10 pieces. Now to install them.

10

The A.P. Green Refractory Catalog. P. 164, p. 170
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To build an arch we must have a form upon which the
bricks rest until they are all in place. The strength of an arch is in
the unity of all the bricks. The first bricks in the sequence will
need support. To build a support that will match the arc, we
simply place the 15 wedges on end, on a board, measuring to confirm that we are going to span
the correct distance, and trace a line along the inside of the bricks and thereby give us a

pattern. We will want to cut three of these patterns to build an arch support form capable of
carrying the weight of the entire roof until it is finished. We will nail boards straight across
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the three arcs to finish the form, and one more across the bottom so we have a center point to
support the form. Note in the picture
how the middle arc pattern and the
last board across the bottom meet in
the center to sit upon a support pillar.
The support pillar has been notched

and cut to fit the form. It can thus be
adjusted to the proper height while not
slipping to the side. We will now place it
inside the kiln, and with the use of an
hydraulic car jack, as illustrated in the
following pictures,
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adjust it to the proper level. As can be seen in the first (upper-left) picture, the skew bricks are
4½” wide and fit perfectly on top of the (hard brick) inside wall, and line up even with the edge
of the kiln wall. Our concern with the flame path is to allow a smooth flow up the walls and
across the ceiling. The skew bricks are then backed by normal DP straights and fit snugly
against the I-beams. We can now lay the arch bricks on the form starting from the skew and
working our way over the arch. Don’t forget three tiers will be No2 arches, so distribute them
evenly. If the form is ever so slightly higher than the final fit, the arch bricks will lay loosely in
place and settle together when we
lower the arch form. We will want to
use

an

interlocking

patterned

running bond (as described on page
29).

By

now

with

all

of

your

experience in building the walls, you
have no doubt mastered the art of
breaking a hard brick in half. Every
other course will need two halfbricks to stagger the pattern and
form the bond.
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At the ends of the arch, I
used 3- 2½”x12”x36” square edge
slabs set on edge, two over the
doorway and one on the far wall
to the east. On the far wall we
lined it up with the inside face of
the kiln wall. In fact, we could
have simply continued that wall
upward with our DP straights,
but loving symmetry and having
the slabs available I used them.
Over the doorway, these slabs
become the lintel, and as you may be able to notice, I even included a layer of FiberFrax™
brand blanket insulation between them to serve as a draft stopper.
On top of the roof, laid across the arches, I used a ¼” ceramic blanket of FiberFrax™
brand insulation and on top of that I laid several layers of G-20, the really lightweight
insulation brick.
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I suppose at this point I might mention that the insulation of our kiln is less concerned
with keeping the heat in for the pottery’s sake as keeping the heat away from people, the
studio and anything burnable. The outside wall of this kiln was too hot to hold onto, but you
could put your hand on it without burning yourself. In the summer, even with the shed doors
open, it was a dry sauna. In the winter it was rather nice.
The last of the permanent brickwork will be to build a chimney. While tall, measured and
calculated chimneys are vital in natural draught kilns to pull the flame through the kiln, we
will be using a blower to push the flame.
Our chimney is not as fussy. Again this
decision is based on the characteristics of
the fuel. Where wood has more surface
areas for the combustion to take place,
oil must be broken apart to mix with the
air to burn. The blowers cause more
turbulence in the firebox than a steady
draught provides. The most important
feature we are concerned about now is
the damper.
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An excellent damper can be made from a kiln shelf, if we make a slot in the chimney to
accommodate it. The center of the chimney measured 9” x 13½” so a kiln shelf works great. At

a convenient height in the chimney, mark the outline of your damper on the chimney brick and
outline it. Use “Splits”, which are 1¼” thick, to build the next layer. They are ¼” thicker than
the kiln shelf/damper so the damper won’t bind. This layer will protrude out a little, but there
should be plenty of support for the rest of the chimney. Continue on up until you have cleared
the shelter by 18” or so. Remember there will be flames and hot gasses coming out of your
chimney. As a finishing touch, I thought I would protect the open
end of the chimney with a piece of kiln shelf supported by two
brick. This will keep falling leaves from gaining entrance
without impeding the exhaust gasses.
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For the door, simply stack light weight G-23 bricks into the doorway. In 20 years I never
had a problem using this method of sealing the kiln. The inside end of the bricks that contacted
the fire darkened but never melted or gave out. Even with the many times they were stacked
and unstacked, the bricks wore very little.

I have designed the kiln in such a way that hopefully you may see your way to adapting it
to your own uses. It has been thoroughly tested at this size, but the logic should also work on
larger scale kilns. Now, with the kiln built, it will be up to the burners to deliver the BTUs.
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Burner Design
Complex vs. Simple
Here is where we may have some dissention from the engineering students and the
”control-from-the-top” thinkers. Let me point out that like a wood fire kiln, our oil fire is not
intended for indoor use, but because it is eminently more controllable than wood fire, there is
the temptation to attach gauges, nozzles and regulatory devices. In an industrial setting,
where all phases are consistent, this works. There are companies that will even design
controllers for retrofit on kilns. As found in a Google® search for kiln controllers. This is an
example of one from Kilns & Furnaces Ltd.11

11

Internet, Http://www.kilns.co.uk/
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When faced with so many kinds of commercial burners built for practically every other
purpose, why do we want to build our own?
Many kilns are purchased, already designed, tested and totally controlled. In most cases
these are commercial ventures, not artistic endeavors. We are designing an artist’s
environment, a simple to run, reliable
and dependable craftsman’s tool. No
expensive parts to break, no valves to
clog, just the responsibility to learn
how to fire it.
This book started out citing
Michael

Cardew12

and

Bernard

Leach,13 who each admonished us to
be practical and keep it simple. I am
also from the old school that believes,
“Simpler is better”. So I offer this
simple design and will describe why and how I got here.

12

Michael Cardew, Ibid.
Bernard Leach, Ibid.
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My Decision

Let me start at the beginning of my
burner quest. In my innocence/ignorance, I
believed I could fire a 6 Cu. Ft. kiln with
city gas. I built my first burner by
fashioning a small gas nozzle from copper
tubing, which I centered inside a 2” pipe.
This worked very well to mix the gas and
air, but I soon discovered that I needed a
much larger volume of gas to obtain any
real temperatures. The city gas was
delivered at 6 oz. of pressure, enough to
run a kitchen stove, and with a nozzle on
the gas line, I needed much more than 6 oz.
of pressure behind it to deliver that
volume. When I found that city gas was
actually diluted natural gas, I realized
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that I needed absolutely all the gas I could get, into
the kiln as fast as it could go. My first burner was
destined to eventually become my preheat burner (see
center burner in picture on page 50). Since I needed to
deliver all the gas that was available, what better way
than to direct an open gas pipe into the kiln? Hence
the second gas burner was designed with an open pipe
welded into my 2” burner. The “burner” became
basically a carburetor for mixing the gas and air. My
pursuit of cone 10 heat, throughout a 6 cu. ft. firing
chamber, using city gas alone, was successfully
achieved, BUT the drawbacks soon became apparent.
The gas available to me varied with the seasons, and
the accompanying gas usage by my neighbors would
randomly reduce what little pressure there was.
Needless to say, firings took a lot longer in the winter
and the firing cycle would vary uncontrollably.
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As mentioned earlier in describing the bag wall design on page 6, I soon realized I needed
to redesign the burn path. This was also my opportunity to enlarge the kiln. The new kiln burn
area would be 25.3 Cu. Ft., which meant I needed to find a fuel that would provide enough
combustion to heat 5 times more area. Adding propane was my first thought, but it involved a
large tank and I didn’t have the room on my lot for it. The traditional fuel, wood, was discarded
because of the space required for
storage,

the

extra

work

it

required and the amount of ashes
it produced. Burning corn was
about

the

same.

Waste

oil,

however, was available for free,
from changing the oil in my own
vehicles. It could be stored very
simply in a 55-gallon drum, it left
no ashes, and it produced great
quantities of heat, and it could be
plumbed into my gas burner very
easily.
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By welding a steel rod to the end of a small ½”diameter
threaded pipe, we can create a drip feeder. Then cut a hole
in the top of the burner (I used the cutting torch) and
weld the feeder so that the drip rod is centered in
the airway. Now like an IV line into the
carburetor section of the burner, oil will drip
slowly into the flame and get blown into
the

already

hot

firebox.
We will be
using

the

oil

drip only for the
higher
temperatures
needed in the second half of the
firing cycle. This will be explained further when we
discuss the firing cycle.
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For my source of air, I found from Grainger Inc. a 60
CFM Shaded Pole Blower14. They are very reliable blowers
and with two working together they are capable of totally
exchanging the atmosphere in the kiln every 12 seconds. Of
course we damper that down as you can see, with a movable
flap over the intake.
By inspecting the plastic elbow connecting the blower
to

the

burner,

you will note a
drilled hole. This
“high-tech” innovation, will, when paired up with
our welding goggles for eye protection, allow us to
peer into the burner and observe the oil as it drips
into the flame. Please observe a drop has just left
the drip rod and is on its way into action in this
photo. This will allow us to match the rate of flow
between the two burners. How simple is that?
14

Internet, http://www.grainger.com, Grainger Catalogue #396, page.3770
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You may have noticed in the picture on
page 53 how the end of the burner (design # 3)
looked uneven and kind of burned. Well, I
started noticing that also, after about a dozen
firings. While I was now getting excellent
control and very reliable firings, my burners
were both showing signs of excessive wear.

Close observation and a little logic led me
to discover that since the end of the burner was
being exposed directly to the flame, the burner
was being eaten up. I could remedy this by
redesigning the point at which the gas and air
mixture met up with the secondary air. In 1978,
I rebuilt the burners one more time. Burner
design #4, using the same specifications as #3.
This time I packed them directly into the kiln
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wall with A.P. Green “SUPER-PLASTIC”15 refractory
Now the burners consist of a 14” by 2½”Diameter metal pipe acting as a carburetor,
which leads into a custom
made refractory tube made
of

A.

P.

Green

Super

Plastic pounded around a
tube form the same size as
the pipe. The flame now is
igniting inside the kiln’s
firebox. Thus the flame
never touches the metal
“carburetor” portion of the
burner

any

design

worked

from

1979

more.

This

reliably
until

I

disassembled the kiln in
1999.

15

The A.P. Green Refractory Catalog, p.54.
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Hook It Up
Once again, heeding the admonishments of my mentors, I needed to deliver the oil to the
burner in as straightforward and simple manner
as possible. Keeping caution in mind, I did not
want to store all of my oil supply in close
proximity to the kiln. I stored my used oil in a
55-gallon drum some distance away, with a
spigot so I could tap as much as I needed, as I
needed it. For the delivery reservoir, I recycled a
5-gallon gas can.
I started by cutting the entire top off the
can. I then brazed two threaded pipes to the
bottom. It was supported by an angle-iron frame
and placed higher than the burners, letting
gravity do all the work of delivering the oil. The
oil delivery system was very simple and it
worked nicely. I used common copper tubing and
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simple plumbing techniques with gentle bends. Since
both burners were being fed from the same source, the

pressure of the oil was the same in
each one.

It was just necessary to

keep the oil lines free of clogs. To do
that I cut and fashioned a screen
cover

for

the

reservoir.

So

by

straining the oil through the screen
and

using

large

enough

copper

tubing, the oil flowed freely for over
two decades.
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The March of Progress

As you can see they have all served nobly from the small preheat burner to
the last incarnation of the oil drip technology.
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Fire In The Hole
The Firing Cycle
The firing cycle is the living performance of the kiln. It is here that the final
characteristics of the pottery will be determined. There are many factors involved in this stage
of your stoneware art but you should be able to maintain control over its final appearance by
understanding what is taking place inside.
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Firing times will differ with the climate, season, fuel delivery and how loosely packed the
kiln is, so it isn’t just the length of firing time that matters. It is the amount of heat
that is absorbed by the clay, a combination of the temperature achieved and how
long it soaks your wares that will produce the end results. When
the difference in a glaze can range from
dry and chalky, to semi-matte or even
shiny, in a difference of about 35°F, it is
necessary

that

we

maintain

control

throughout the kiln. We want the whole
load of pottery to mature to the same point
at the same time. When you are looking for
a specific glaze effect on your pots, you
want them all to achieve it.
The best way to gauge what is
happening to a clay body is by using clay
cones placed in different areas of the kiln where they
can be observed. Designed to melt at particular heat ranges, cones will show you how close
your clay body has come to your goal.
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16

16

Frank Hamer: The Potter’s Dictionary of Materials and Techniques, London: Pitman Publishing,1975, pp. 330-331.
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This picture shows a fired “pack” of five Orton
Small pyrometric cones. They are arranged so that
the first melting cone fell to the bottom, away from
the others. I started with “cone-05” (darker color)
to indicate when that part of the kiln reached about
2000°F. (about 400° and 6 hours from my goal). By
having four of these packs set about the kiln, I
could determine how evenly the kiln was heating
while there was still time for adjustments. Be sure you use welding goggles to look

into the flame. The second cone to melt is Cone-6, the beginning of the stoneware range,
approximately

2300°F.

(about

100° and approximately an hour
away from finishing). When the
third cone, Cone-9, starts to bend
over, we are passing the 2400°
range and just about on target,
and when the next one, Cone-10,
softens, it indicates we are at the
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target of 2426° F. and can start our final reduction. The last, Cone-11, was used as a guard
cone to tell us if that section of
the

kiln

were

to

get

past

2437°F.
This next picture shows 4
cone packs from 4 different
locations in a successful firing.
See how the same effect was
reached in all four corners of
the kiln.
Explaining the science of
what happens, why it happens,
and when it happens is not the goal of this book. It is the purpose here, to describe how to
control the fire to achieve that which we have designated as our goal.
If your kiln was built using the same dimensions as we have herein described, the
following description of a firing cycle won’t be too far off. Allow proportionately more time for a
larger kiln.
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Note: When flames shoot out of the peek holes, it is very hard to see the cone packs. Simply
reduce the backpressure by either opening the chimney flue or reducing the air. When the
cooler outside air hits the cones, they will become visible.
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Let It Rip
I would usually pack the kiln in the afternoon to allow it to candle overnight.17 I would
start by having everything on shelves around the kiln so I could measure heights and match
sizes. Starting with some
of the larger pots on the
bottom, I would use kiln
posts tall enough to allow
about an inch of flame
room above the pot and
below the shelf above.
The pots were packed as
close together as possible
without

touching,

knowing that they will
shrink during the firing.

17

My operation was a single fire process. Glazes were individually painted onto green-ware and the pot was then fired once, all the way to cone 10. I
had to start the early stages of the firing very slowly like a bisque fire until I drove out all the water. Then I could finish in glaze fire mode.
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The most important consideration is to try to pack the kiln evenly. Allow the flames to
follow easy flowing paths. The only control
we

have

to

keep

the

heat

evenly

distributed will be the two burners. If you
stack too much pottery into a tight area,
the flames will take the easier path and
tend to bypass that dense area. By slowing
the combustion as you approach your
desired heat, that cooler area may be able
to then soak up a little more of the heat
and even itself out. Usually this isn’t much
Inside view of the kiln, one third loaded.
Note the even distribution of space for the flame path.
Also the cone pack support on the right edge of the
middle shelf. This will allow the cones to be visible
through a peek hole. A second cone pack is placed on
the bottom shelf opposite the lower peek hole and two
more packs at this end making a total of 4. This gives
me a good view of the heat distribution.

of

a

big

deal with
this
design
kiln.

of
I

also try to stack the pots in a somewhat
symmetrical pattern between the burners
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so I can operate both burners in parallel as
I heat the kiln, making minor adjustments
as I get closer to my target temperatures.
After getting the pottery stacked, it is
time to seal the door. As previously
described, it is a loose laid brick door using
lightweight G-23’s. I would leave 2 bricks
out of the top row leaving a 9½” opening for
water vapor to exit. Now we light it up. Not
the big guns yet, but the preheat burner in
the center. Refer back to the picture on
page 50 and you will notice a smaller
burner in the center. A more complete view
of that burner is on page 51. It was the
first burner I made and found to be too
small for a firing burner but just perfect for
a preheat burner. I would use a standard
butane torch to light the burner, which
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would burn all night. I only want to raise the temperature to about 200° to drive out the “pore”
water. Although the greenware pots were “bone dry” there is enough water trapped in the
pores of the clay (between the particles) to form steam and can even explode a thick pot when
fired too fast.
This brings up the question, ”How fast can we fire this kiln?” The answer is, “It is
possible to fire it too fast!”
There are a few landmarks
that can be observed, so I
would layout a guide, kind
of a graph, on which I could
keep notes. On this guide I
would track my progress
against

those

known

landmarks. The first (not
recorded in log) is driving
off the pore water This is
usually accomplished by the
time you get to 250°F. and
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can easily be determined by feel. When the air coming out of the top of the door is no longer
wet, you can seal the door and progress to the next stage. The bound water or molecular water
is the next to go and will escape from 700°F to 1200°F, but will not be as obvious. Having taken
our time bringing the temperature up to the point where the kiln is emitting visible light, we
have safely passed through the quartz inversion range, driven all water out and have now
converted our clay to
pot. It officially cannot
be recycled as clay any
more, and we can now
step up the heat. It was
at this point that I
would

start

really

cranking the oil into the
firebox.
Join with me as I
share my notes from my
kiln’s last firing.
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The Last Firing, June 5-6th, 1999.
My notes indicate that I am starting with a totally cold and damp kiln. It having lain dormant
long enough that the brick walls are damp, my notes indicate that I expected a longer slower
warming stage.

7:30 am

Kiln loaded – some pots still wet – Door built w/ top row open. Candle burner on –
chimney flue closed

4:00 pm

Still moist air at door – Temp approx 100°- w/ bare hand I can still reach into kiln and
touch brick on inside of door.

7:00 pm

Temp approx 150° to 175°

9:00 pm

still moist – started east burner on as low as possible – Fan is connected not turned
on - air damper is closed. I opened the chimney flue.

10:20 pm

closed the top row of bricks in door left east end burner on low.

10:45 pm

Started gas on west burner – LOW – no fan –
getting draught from warm chimney – Flames
are inside gas burners - small blue flames at
the end of the gas pipe

11:05
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Put fan on west burner - pulled 1 brick from door to check moisture –

air is still moist – pulled 3
bricks – Lots of moist air
11:10

Pulled bricks from top peek
holes - I don’t know if the
moisture is from the kiln
itself or the wet pottery. The
pottery should have dried
by now but who knows… 2
burners on low – 3 bricks
out of door – 2 peek holes
out – moist air.

11:40 pm

temp in excess of 200° moisture still coming out of
door – feels hot like steam.

12 midnight

Air is still moist – glasses
fog but feels hotter each
time. It is more like steam
heat
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1:35 am

less moisture but still steam – continue at 200°+

1:45 am

finally dry air – sealed the door – left burners on low – going to bed

6:00 AM

Bricks in walls and door are giving off steam – I was right about the bricks being wet
– turned up gas – air is still minimum.
Burners are not red hot and will not reignite by them selves if they flame out.
Must wait for kiln port to heat before
trying transition

6:15 am

turned up gas to get longer flame to
reach into the kiln itself. Flame is still in
burner – not jumped to “in kiln” yet.

6:30 am

Going to try transition

BE CAREFUL
Have propane tank lit and ready –Turn up gas and add fan power w/ damper ¼ open
- Lost flame while trying transition – relit with torch and added gas.
6:45 am

Got west burner burning in the kiln – getting a bit of color at the end of the
burner/entrance of kiln.

7:15 am
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got the east end burning in kiln… Start the Clock !

8:30

West end is ahead of east – adjusted & turned them up a little. NICE blue flame at
end of burners and beginning orange glow in fire box – (no color in kiln these
observations are being made through the burner into the lower part of the firebox).

9:00 am

getting closer to even

10:40 am

West still slightly ahead – pink glow west burner – east still got some blue – give
more gas & more air to east – looks like a better (more active) mix now. (3.5 hours)
Looking inside top peepholes:
West is cherry red ----- Approx.
1300°F
East is Dark, dark red –Approx
1000° to 1100°F

12:00 Noon

East is catching up –
Orange in North side on East –
Orange in No. & So. On West

12:40 pm

Nearly caught up, now. Even orange in west – back is hotter than front in east

2:15 pm

Even heat – Dull orange to orange – est. 1600°F.

3:10 pm

Orange -

Orange

Open full

open full

(7 hours)
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No oil yet – Est. 1700°
4:10 pm

Bright orange Est. 1800° F. – Start oil drip both burners – open chimney flue wide.

4:20 pm

Oil dripping @ 1 drop.second – slightly closed the chimney flue to create enough
back pressure that, at the lower peek holes, the flames gently blow outward rather
than suck air inward.

5:50 pm

(9 hours)

All cone 05’s are bending or down – heat looks very even - approx. 2000°F Estimate about. 6 more hours to go.

7:00 pm

All

(10.5 hours)

05’s are down – turned oil up to a steady drip – concerned about dirt in line, oil

flow gets disrupted at times.
8:36 pm

Keep checking oil flow, seems ok now, Open it up to steady flow.

11:00 pm

All

6’s down or bending = Approximately 2300° F.

11:25 pm

All

9’s down or bending = Approximately 2400° F.

12:10 am

All

10’s down or bending = Approximately 2425° F.
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(16 hours)
(17 hours)

12:20 am

Close chimney flue for back pressure, close down oil but leave gas on and cut back
on air for 10 minutes of reduction

12:30 am

Everything off – everything closed. End of firing… Goodnight.

Let it cool for 30 to 36 hours. Open slowly, use gloves, it is going to be just like Christmas…

How slowly the kiln cools, and how much reduction you have introduced can also affect
your wares. On that subject let experience be your guide. As a
general rule remember.
• The running of your glazes will be at its maximum at
the highest temperature. Soak for effect.
• Cooling too fast too soon, can freeze glazes in mid boil
leaving blisters. Usually not a factor with hard brick
kilns.
• Cooling through the quartz inversion range (about
visible color) should be as slow as heating through it.
• Lastly, this is not a machine that runs unattended,
rather a creative tool with immense power. Treat it

Fire good!. Good fire!

with awe and respect.
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Getting Approval
What else is there to worry about?
Everybody seems to have an opinion about what everyone else should or should not be
doing. City codes, state regulatory statutes, even the neighbors are going to enter into the
equation for your getting a kiln built. Everyone is afraid of the unknown. It will be your job to
make known the safety, reliability and trustworthiness of your kiln.
One of the biggest problems is that the people with the licensing power usually don't have
any background in designing pottery kilns. I am not saying they don't know their job; most of
their requirements are for good reasons ie. Automatic, electro-magnetic shutoff valves on the
gas line in case the power to your blower system fails. But there are some places where the
rules have overtaken the practical knowledge. While we must observe the rules, don’t lose
sight of what is really happening.

School Systems
For instance, in Minnesota, a state licensed school must have a bonded engineer, whether
he has kiln experience or not, draw up the design plans for the kiln, sign them, and be liable if
it should “blowup”. Also they may not re-use fire brick because “used fire brick may have been
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contaminated” and perhaps a person, student or end user may become exposed to lead,
mercury or cobalt through such contamination having transferred itself from the original
pottery to the brick and later back onto new pottery or somehow being breathed as dust (how
fire brick or metallic oxides become dust on finished pottery is not explained) and thusly
become poisoned, develop silicosis or get cancer. Disregarding the fact that cone 10 firings
would have melted or vaporized any of those contaminants if they did happen to get onto a
brick. The rule makers (legislators) once heard about and are wary of the low-fire lead-glaze
food contamination problems and don't understand that it has no connection with high fire
pottery kilns.

The City Inspector / Fire Department
The city inspector’s office is often a part of the fire department and although they know
how to extinguish fires they are perhaps not completely knowledgeable about pottery kilns. In
most towns the city code will not have any references to pottery kilns or their requirements.
When you apply for your permit to build a kiln, you will have to explain in very great detail
exactly what the kiln is, how it is designed and why this extreme heat will not get out of hand
and that you will purchase and install an automatic electric shutoff valve if you use a gas line.
After all, they are worried about fire spreading. Be prepared with temperatures and brick heat
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ratings to explain how this heat is contained. They are going to see it as a potential explosion
or fire hazard. Explain to them that the fire can’t spread because it is totally contained within
the firebrick designed for that purpose. Your kiln is simply a large internal combustion engine
with no moving parts. It can’t blowup because the fuel and air are controlled and balanced.
Explain how even if the fan motor fails, the oil cannot explode or even continue burning inside
the kiln, without oxygen.

A word of caution
Whenever you are dealing with this much energy, there is always a potential for danger.
During periods of too heavy reduction or any time there is too much backpressure in the kiln,
and particularly if your air blowers fail, hot unburnt fuel in the form of smoke escapes from the
kiln between the bricks and around the ports, and because it is well above it’s kindling
temperature, when it contacts fresh air containing available oxygen, it can and will ignite.
Although it will not explode, your kiln will look like an octogenarian’s birthday cake. If you are
outdoors or in an open metal shelter, it will just get hot and smoky, but if you have built your
kiln inside a closed structure, the atmosphere will become extremely intolerable. This build-up
of heat from the newly ignited gases can start a wood structure ablaze.
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A personal experience:
This is knowledge gained from experience. I heard it said once, “Knowledge comes from
experience and experience comes from the lack of knowledge”. May my experience contribute to
your knowledge.
Early in my pottery career I had my kiln inside a geodesic dome made of wood and
covered with plastic. It was thin, lightweight and waterproof. There was great ambience with
the world because you felt as though you were
really outside. It didn’t get real hot during
firings and you could hear the crickets and
everything around the dome as clear as if it
wasn’t there. It was a great little shelter, but
it was not fireproof.
Late one November evening in 1975, I
was in the later stages of firing. My
temperatures had passed 2000° and I was
about 2 hours from the finish, when I blew a
fuse and the power to the blowers went off. I
was using natural gas for my fuel and yet
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there was no explosion because the gas going into the kiln didn’t have enough oxygen with
which to ignite. The atmosphere became a heavy reduction smoke. The kiln leaked that hot gas
and smoke through the cracks between the bricks and it ignited as soon as it met the air.
Inside the dome grew hot and soon the wood reached its kindling temperature. My dome burst
into flames. I was inside my house when the fuse blew and I looked out to see a very large fire
in my back yard. I called the fire department and then grabbed a wrench and ran to the gas
meter, where I shut down everything.
The dome being very light and
without

much

substance,

burned

completely to the ground in under 5
minutes.

The

fire

department

responded very quickly, but by the
time they arrived it was all over. The
fire crew (some of whom I got to know
very well, years later, and I did have
many conversations about this event)
was not so sure the fire was out. They
could see the glow of heat visible
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through the cracks between the loose firebricks. I saw one of the firemen about to break down
the door with a pike to pour water into the kiln. I jumped between him and the kiln, trying to
explain there was nothing else for them to do, that the fire was contained and it would cool
down safely and the water was the last thing to put on 2200° F. pottery. My credibility was
somewhat challenged as I stood there among the ashes and embers of my dome. The firemen
compromised with me and did not douse it with water, but we stood watch over it for the next
two hours to see if it was going to cut loose and burn anything else down.
I lost the shelter, a chair, two
tables and the pottery was under
fired. I gained some knowledge and a
closer relationship with the city
inspector. When I rebuilt the kiln
shed, I bought a 12’ x 12’ metal shed
and I installed an electro magnetic
safety shut off valve for the gas line.
When I started to use oil for fuel, I
kept my supply of oil a safe distance
away from the kiln. I would only pour a gallon at a time into the reservoir.
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I was told by the city inspector to install, “A manual gas shutoff” next to my new metal
shed. Which I did, but, trying to anticipate a “worse case” scenario, I also chose to install a
second manual gas shutoff farther back from the shed, in case the shed became
unapproachable due to smoke or fire. Fortunately neither one was ever needed again.

Minnesota State Fair 1976

T.C.F. Atrium Gallery Invitational
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Appendix
Parts list – Find sources for the following:
Dry Press Brick rated to cone 34 : - To insure ease of conformity, get all your straights, splits,
soaps, arches and skews from the same series (We used the 9”x 4½” x 2½” series here)
D.P. Slabs: 18x12x2½ - for Flooring

36x12x2½(or 3”) - for lintels

Plastic Refractory, “Fiber Frax” Blanket insulation
G-23 Insulating brick for outside of walls and door
G-20 Insulating brick for roof (optional you can use G-23)
Various sizes pipe: Black pipe (gas), Copper tubing (oil) and Plastic PVC (air)
Two Blowers of equal size
Angle iron and I-beams (Access to a scrap yard helps).
Insulated gloves, leather gloves and tongs – for removing and replacing peek hole soaps
Lots of shelving near the kiln
55 gal Drum for oil storage and either pour spout or pump

My best advice is, “Learn to weld”. Use oxyacetylene for cutting and electric arc for
structural strength.
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